Research Dashboard Updates

The RA Dashboard has recently been substantially improved and will replace the aging Sponsored Projects Portal later this fall. The PI Dashboard has also been updated recently. Paul will demonstrate the new features of the RA and PI Dashboards and will describe the plans to retire the Sponsored portal as well as answer questions.

Topics will include:

- **RA Dashboard**
  - Project Quick Search
  - Central Office Reports
  - Project and Subcontract Change Request Forms
  - Ad-hoc Reports
  - OBIEE Tips and Tricks (Copy from OBIEE, getting URL for current report, changing reports)
  - Getting help
- **Sponsored Projects Portal (SPP) Retirement**
  - Goals for retirement
  - Links to SPP will be redirected to relevant page in the RA Dashboard
  - Eventually portal.research.cornell.edu will redirect to radash.cornell.edu
- **PI Dashboard**
  - Notes
  - Federally Appropriated Accounts
  - Cost Share Accounts
  - Proposals
  - Up next: Personnel Data, Monthly Emails, and Projection Functionality
Feel free to send me your questions about the RA and PI Dashboards prior to the Roundtable session, so I can provide them to Paul in advance of the Roundtable.

We look forward to seeing you Thursday, September 15, 2016!
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